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Abstract
In their paper Metaplectic Forms, D. A. Kazhdan and S. J. Patterson developed a generalization of
automorphic forms that are defined on metaplectic groups. These groups are non-trivial covering
groups of usual algebraic groups, and the forms defined on them are representations that respect
the covering. As in the case for automorphic forms, these representations fall into a principle series,
indexed by characters on a torus of the metaplectic group, and there is an associated an L-function.
In the final section of their paper, an equivalence is shown in the rank one case between this L-
function and an Dirichlet series defined using Gauss sums, in order to demonstrate the arithmetic
content. In this paper we reexamine this connection in the particular case that was discussed in
Metaplectic Forms. By looking through the scope of twisted multiplicativity, a property of L-series,
the computation is simplified and more easily generalized.
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This paper will use two constructions of the metaplectic group, an abstract one and an explicit
one. The more abstract description will follow the construction of Matsumoto and is discussed
in more detail in [7], [10], and [12]. The explicit construction is specific to the GL 2 case and
follows Kubota [8]. For most cases, the abstract description is more useful, due to its generality
and inherence. But for some calculations, having a simple, understandable cocycle to compute is
advantageous, and for this we will turn to the explicit expression.
1. USEFUL SUBGROUPS
We are working with a split, simply connected algebraic group G over a number field k that
contains the nth roots of -1, for a fixed n. We will reference several subgroups of G throughout
our discussion, and here we take a section to describe the relevant notation. Because G is a split,
simply connected algebraic group, the structure of its root system and the associated subgroups
is at our disposal. We have Z the center of G and H D Z a chosen maximal torus of G. Then
we have 4) the set of roots, (D+ a choice of positive roots, and A the associated simple positive
roots. From these choices we derive N+, the unipotent subgroup of corresponding to 4+. Then we
have B = HN+, the Borel subgroup. Also, W will be the Weyl group associated to H. Another
crucial subgroup of G is the maximal compact subgroup, unique up to conjugation. When we are
working over a local field, we let K be the maximal compact subgroup. The Iwasawa decomposition
G = HNK will be well-used in our computation.
For some applications we need a subgroup of elements which has a trivial cover in the metaplectic
group. The strategy to create these is to replace H with its of nth powers, which will be written
with subscript n:
Hn = {hn : h E H}.
In the case that G = GL 2, these subgroups are chosen to be the following standard ones (note
that matrix components which are omitted are zero):
ZR = (a ) aERx , HR= (a ) a, bERx , N+,R= cER ,a b1
BR = HRN+,R a a, cE R,bER W =
where R will be either our global field k, one of its local completions k, (in
of the group will simply be v, so H, is the torus over k,), or its adelic ring
Over a local field F, the form of K depends on F in the following way:
O(2), if F = R,
K = U(2), if F = C, and
GL 2(DF), otherwise.
Where OF is the ring of integers of F when F is p-adic.
1) (1 1)
this case, the subscript
A (constructed below).
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ADELES
Given a global field k, its adelic ring A is a construction designed to combine all of the completions
of k into one object so that they may be studied simultaneously. This way differences and similarities
between the completions at k's places may be best observed. A is defined as the restricted direct
product of k, over the places v of k, with respect to the open sets O, of each nonarchimedean place
of k. In other words, if S is the set of all the places of k,
A = { (xV)vESIVv E S, x, E kv, and for almost all v < oo, ,xv E ,}.
In this paper, 'almost all' means 'for all but finitely many.' The operations of addition and multi-
plication are componentwise, which makes A a commutative ring with identity. We also have the
norm I - A defined on AX by
I(av)A = lavlv.
One key property of A is the diagonal imbedding of the global field k into it, which maps a E k to
the adele with a at each place. This imbedding is discrete and cocompact [5].
Once we have A, we can construct GA in a similar way. The adelic group is the restricted direct
product of G, with respect to the open subgroups Kv for each v < o00. That is,
GA = { (gv)vES 9gv E Gv and for almost all v < oo, gv E Kv }.
Componentwise multiplication makes GA a group, and the above imbedding of k into A induces an
natural diagonal imbedding of Gk into GA.
3. MATSUMOTO'S METAPLECTIC GROUP
We would like to construct a cocycle on G, over a local field, using only its algebraic group
structure. This is done in several steps, by gradually expanding the cover from the torus to the full
group. While we would like to be working abstractly, we will follow along our construction with
the group GLr because the formulas can be written explicitly in terms of matrix components.
We start with H, the maximal torus, which is the subgroup of diagonal matrices in GLr. In this
case, the cocycle is defined as
hih h() h'(hh4)
i<j
for (., .) the nth-order local Hilbert symbol. This symbol is a nontrivial bilinear homomorphism
from kX to pun(k) defined in any text on local class field theory. There is a list of convenient identities
for the Hilbert symbol in [1] that will be utilized without reference throughout this paper.
Now we can expand our cocycle by defining it on the Weyl group. The Weyl group is defined as
the normalizer of H modulo the centralizer of H, so we expect that our cocycle is 'preserved' under
conjugation by w E W. By preserve, we can't ask that the values of a are unchanged, but rather
that the cohomology class of a remains the same. This imlies that the coverings will be isomorphic.
On GLr we have, for w, w' E W and h E H,
a(h, w) = o(w, w') = 1, and a(w, h) = (hi, h ) 1
i<j,w(j)<w(i)
The action of w on the indices is permutation by conjugation on the elements of H. Note that
for a more general form, we actually are taking the product over positive roots which w takes to
negative roots by conjugation.
After expanding the cocycle to HW, we have all the 'twisting' of the metaplectic group that we
will get. Now we construct the pullback of G and HW, which will let the entire group inherit this
twisting. The pullback only allows us to construct a variety, but the automorphisms of this variety
will define the full metaplectic group. So our pullback is defined by this diagram:
A 7r2 G
, HW
HW - HW
where R is defined using the Bruhat decomposition. We have
G = BWB = IJ BwB = I (HN+)w(HN+),
wEW wEW
So we can fix the set of coset representatives in HW of N+\G/N+, and R is defined to map G to
HW by sending g to its coset representative.
Automorphisms of the variety A are defined on the coordinates in G and HW and they will end up
defining left-multiplication of our metaplectic group. For g E G, (1, () E HW, the automorphisms
are first defined as:
(h, (') o (g, (1, ()) = (p(h)g, (hl, (('a(h, 1))) for (h, () E H,
no (g, (, )) = (ng, (1, ()) for n E N+, and
so (g, (1, ()) = (sg, (R(sg)R(g)-, 1) - (1, ~)) for simple s E W.
These define the left multiplication, and the entire metaplectic group generated by these three
sets of elements. This group of automorphisms can be shown to act simply transitively on A. From
this we get that the metaplectic group is in one-to-one correspondence with A, so our group of
automorphisms can be thought of as defining the multiplication on A, which we know is an n-cover
of G.
4. KUBOTA'S EXPLICIT COCYCLE
In the case of GL 2, the cocycle defining the covering is fairly simple to write down, from [8].
Given k and n as above, let G = GL 2 we define the map X : Gk k x by
((a b c, ifc 0,
c d d, otherwise.
Then we define the cocycle a :G, x G, -* in by
X(glg2) X(gg2) d X(g)et(gl),
X(g1) ' X(g2) X(g 1 )  v
where these parentheses are Hilbert symbols. This gives the direct definition of G,, and GA in the
usual way, by letting the sets of each G be just G x ,n and defining the multiplication as
(91, 1)(92, 2) = (9192, 12(1, 92)).
5. METAPLECTIC LIFTS
Now that we have the exact sequence
l ) An(k) G G _ l
we can naturally ask the following question: over which subgroups of G does the cover 'split?' In
other words, for what subgroups X of G does there exist a homomorphism s : X - G which has
p o s = Idx? If this s exists, it is called the lift of X, and its image in G will be written X*. The
choice of lift can be nonunique when there exists a nontrivial homomorphism from X to the nth
roots of unity. In these cases we choose one lift to be the preferred one. In other cases, there is no
lift of the subgroup. In these cases it may still be desired to consider X as a subgroup of G. To do
this, the only subgroup that can be used is the preimage of X under p, which will be a nontrivial
n-cover of X (if it were trivial, the copy of X containing the identity would be a lift of X). We will
always write p-1(X) as X.
Going through the special subgroups defined above, let's quickly note which can be lifted to the
metaplectic group and discuss other subgroups of 6 we will be considering. The cocycle is definitely
not trivial on H or Z, so we only have their preimages under p, H and Z. The center of H is HnZ,
and we fix a maximal abelian subgroup of H as H,. Because the definition of the cocycle isn't
affected by the subgroup N+, it is not surprising that this subgroup can be lifted to G, over both
the local fields and the adeles. Over kv, for v a place with InvI = 1, we can construct a lift of K,,
K* C G [11]. If v is one of the finite places for which InJ < 1, then there does exist a compact
open subgroup of G, that can be lifted to G,, but it may have to be chosen to be smaller than K,.
Because these compact groups are contained in the open sets that the restricted direct product is
taken with respect to, we may actually consider the direct product
KA = fl K
as a subgroup of GA. If at the places with Inlv < 1 we replace the K, with the smaller compact
groups (let us call these K~' for now) that were liftable, we may lift the entire product to GA. This
construction is absolutely crucial for our eventual approach to studying these metaplectic objects.
We use this compact subgroup to define our representation below by requiring our functions be
invariant under right translation by it, so our representation will be smooth. But it is important
that this compact group is the lift of 1 K' rather than the preimage under p, because we want our
functions to be genuine. A function is genuine if we have f o i = E, i.e. it respects the metaplectic
twist. If f were invariant under right translation by p-l ( K,) rather than the lift, we would
instead have f o i = 1 and so f would be an 'inflated' function on G, rather than a true function
on G.
Finally, we may consider the subgroup Gk as a subgroup of GA. This may actually be lifted to
GA. We will write so for the lift of Gk to GA.
For G = GL 2, the property that Gk lifts to GA is derived from Hilbert reciprocity, since the
product over all local Hilbert symbols of any two elements of k gives one. Since the cocycle is
written completely as the product of Hilbert symbols, it is trivial on the diagonal lift of Gk into
GA. So the lift can be defined as
so(g) = (g, 1).
The lift of ,v Kv isn't as simple, Kubota [8] has constructed the lift
(( a b))  C, ad ) , if0< cv <1, and
c d 
V
1, if Iclv = 1, 0.
6. METAPLECTIC REPRESENTATIONS
Now to construct our metaplectic forms. These are representations of the metaplectic group over
a local field, constructed as right regular representations on particular function spaces. We begin
by constructing these function spaces. For GLr and any root a = (i, j), we can define a character
Pa on H (and inflated to B, H, and B) by
hjv
Now this definition can be expanded to the root lattice by taking the sum of two roots to the
product of their corresponding characters. Then, if we let p be half the sum of the positive roots,
we can define the character p(h) = pp(h). In the case of G = GL 2 , we get
((ab))
If instead we have a character w on H,, we can define a character Wn for any root a = (i, j) on k
by wn(c) being c(a,) for the diagonal matrix (all) with
cn, if 1 = i,
all = -n, if 1 = j, and
1 otherwise.
For E some fixed imbedding of p~(k) into C, let w be a quasicharacter of HnZ with w o i = e.
Then we can extend w to w', a quasicharacter on H,, because this is a maximal abelian subgroup
of H. Now, inflate w' to be defined on B, by making it trivial on N*. Now we can define our
function space. Let V(w') be the set of functions f : G H C such that
f(bg) = (w'Lp)(b)f(g)
for b E B,, and for which there exists an open subgroup Kf C G such that
f(gk) = f(g)
for all k e Kf. The representation we consider with this space is the right regular representation,
that is, if (7r, V(w')) is our representation, then
((g)(f ))(g') = f(g'g).
It is simple to see that this is a representation, in fact it is the induced representation from B, to
G with respect to the character w'p. The factor of ft is included to shift the set of characters so
there is a symmetry from w to o- 1 .
7. CALCULATION
Throughout we will employ the analogy with the nonmetaplectic case. A good reference for this
case is chapter three of [3].
We have a number field k along with the above constructions of the adeles A and the n-cover
metaplectic groups (both local G, and adelic GA). Furthermore, we choose an integral ideal of k,
21, with the following properties. For any place v of k, we have the implication
Inl < 1 ==> 2I, < 1.
Second, for every v, if x E k, has x 1 (mod 2), then x is an nth power in kV. Finally, if S(21) is
the set of places v with I21, < 1, then the ring rs(s) of S(1)-integers is a principle ideal domain.
This is the subring of k defined as
r(2)= {x E k: |x1v , l,Vv < oo,v V S( )}.
A suitable 21 can always be chosen. The first condition only requires some finite number of divisors
for each generator of 21. The second condition requires that at some finite number of these places 21
is small enough that 1+ 2t lies inside the open subgroup k1Xn . For a uniformizer Tr, of kv, {7}r't2i>o
forms a basis around 0, which implies that we can adjust 21 at the places dividing n to satisfy this
condition. Then the last condition can be satisfied by multiplying 2I but the prime ideals that are
coset representatives for the finite set of generators of the ideal class group. Once we have this 21,
we also have the set S(2), which we will sometimes write as S. Below 'bad' places refers to the
(finite number of) places in S, and 'good' places are those that are not.
The strategy to writing down the L-series is inspired by the nonmetaplectic case. We construct a
spherical element of the function space V(w,) of our representation, and then compute its Fourier-
Whittaker coefficients and plug them into a series in w,.
For each w, that is extended to w, uniquely to satisfy certain properties in 11.3 of [7], the
spherical element f of V(w,) is defined locally. At each place, we fix its values on a set of double
coset representatives of its invariant groups. At the good places, we have f, (I) = 1 for I the identity
element of the lift, f, is right K*-invariant, and the support of fv is B.,vK*. From the invariance
and f, E V(w,,v), we have that this determines all of f's values at the good places. At the bad
places, f, must be a 'test function' with a smaller support; it only is supported on B,,,L*(a)wo, for
wo the lift of the long element of G. This is because the full compact group K, doesn't lift at these
places. Here f, is well-defined by fixing the single value fv(wo) = 1. Just as in the nonmetaplectic
case, this spherical section is a flat section with respect to the compact subgroup
1 K x l L(2t)
vO'S vES
over all w,.
We have the what we will refer to as the Fourier-Whittaker series
'If(w, f,) = Lf( I-Awn) -) (woo)(7) 17 G (wv,S (), hv),
?EHn,k\Hk v<oo
for
-(WooIo)()) fl(WVPuV)(sV(ri)).
vloc
In [7], this function is shown to agree with an Dirichlet series whose coefficients are Gauss sums.
The computation goes by the following straightforward and computational method, which will be
reproduced here explicitly. They compute G,(w,, rv, h,) for v good and bad. Then these values are
plugged into If(, f,), and the products are distributed at the good places. Triviality conditions
are noted, and the nonzero terms are matched with the Gauss sum series. My strategy is to
exemplify the twisted multiplicativity of this construction directly, and then observe that the only
series satisfying this property is one with Gauss sums as coefficients.
The Fourier-Whittaker series is defined as a product of two factors. The first factor,
Lf( IA ) 171 Lv(I . IvWn,= J (1 - ITIW 1
"v) n -nTvlvLa,v(rv) )-1J
v<oo v<oo
a product over places of the local L-series (the prime on the second product just indicates that when
the factor would be (1- 1)- 1, i.e. when the character is ramified at v, remove it). The second factor
is a sum of a product over places of local Fourier-Whittaker integrals. If we could interchange this
sum and product then we would have our Fourier-Whittaker series written as an Euler product.
As it turns out, this interchange isn't possible. The key to the failure of this 'factorization' is that
the outer sum is global, and the inner product is local. The global lift does not factor into local
lifts at each place; as we have seen, locally we cannot lift, but instead use a preferred section. This
is why we need sv(rq) in the argument of Gv.
It is important to note that the product of integrals can only be written as an integral over the
adelic unipotent group because of the selection of the support of f. That is, we may write
Sf Fv (n) dn= / F(n)dn
for F(n) = Ov<ooFv(nv), when F, is supported on D, for almost all v. This is necessary because we
have a direct product over the finite places of k on the left, while A is the restricted direct product
of k, on the right.
8. LOCAL CALCULATION
We need to compute Gv(w,, sv(17), hv). First we consider the good places, v ' S. We let
P(,qv) = , 1 hv = h 1 n = ((I x E N 
l =
2 h2 1 1
so , is the additive character of k, corresponding to e,. Also, because this entire section deals
only with the local calculation, we will just write 71 and h for r, and h. Then we have
Gv(w, n, hv) = f fI,v(sv()wonhv)-v(n)dn
1(1x 1)(((x)dx.
f 1 1)1 (qh, Y2h2 ) M 2) v Vv 
(x) *d.
When combining all of the elements together, the only metaplectic 'twist' comes from multiplying
77ow by h, which gives the Hilbert symbol (r72, h2 ),.
So, now we are computing an integral over kv. One way to simplify the calculation is to determine
conditions on which the integral is trivial. Because v is a good place, we know that the conductor
of 1$, is exactly O,. Given some y E D,, consider the equality
r 2  7 h2 x1 ( 2i) 2)v) (( 2h1  + 12 (72h 2)v)
Since fov is right Kv-invariant, we see that if y ' D,, for y E D, then the integral is trivial.
This follows because the substitution
+ hi
multiplies the entire integral by Cv( -hy) 0 1, while fixing the region of integration. So we have
shown that
hiv > h2 v f -dx = 0.
Now, for Ihilv < Ih2 1v, we have to break the region of integration into two parts based on this
previous calculation. The first part is for
hi
h2 ,
By our nontriviality assumption, we have that x e D,, so ~v(x) = 1. Also, the inequality defining
this region gives
h2 2h 72 h2  
= (2h2 h2
hix E D, and (i
So, by moving the long Weyl group element from left to right in the argument of fo,, and then
using the K*-invariance, we have
(( 
1 
(7 
2 h 2 , 2)v)) 
1
- h2h
For this to lie in the support of f,,, we need ord,(rllh2) - ord,(r2hl) - 0 (mod n). When this is
so, we obtain the value
( *•) '2 h 1 7(2, 2)) Vol({ < }) = V ,p,(, h2
The rest of the integral is over the set {Ixv > h2 }. For the argument
Sr/2h2] (r72, h2)v
to lie in the support of f V, B.,vK*, we need to be able to factor the matrix as b'k', and we may
assume that the determinant of k' is 1. Then we have, for some y E kX and z E k,,
17h2 
1h2 
( 1 1'= z k k h2 K.
2hl r2h22x r2hly - 1  h xy
So we want to choose y and z so that each entry of k' is in fact an integer of kv. From the bottom
right component, we know lyIv <  hiI < 1 (we get the right part of this inequality by our region
of integration, and this supercedes the inequality we get from the bottom left component of the
matrix). So y-1  D,, so from the top right component of the matrix, we get the equality
zz
since their difference has to be an integer. But from the top left, we have IzIv < lIh2 v. Combining
these, we get
IIv - h2X h1
hi 
- h2X
So we get that two inequalities actually fix the v-norm of y as . We can choose a uniformizer
h2V
of ks, 7r,, and let t = ordv( ) and y = 7r. Then we have to choose z so that
y xz xz t (mod Dv).
rllhl 771hl v
The simplest choice for such a z is urllh 2, for the u E (O)X that gives
-1 -t xh2
v hi
Before we plug our factorization into the integral, we need to consider the metaplectic twist of our
group. First, we need to lift k' to K*. By our construction, we know that we can lift it to
d a bk' - (k', (c )), for k' a
det(k') c d
when c is not a unit or 0, and it lifts to (k', 1) otherwise. Using our form of k', we have
hixy
Nt h2( since (y, y) 1 (this comes from our assumption that -1 is
an nth power).
The cocycle applied to this factorization gives
(r 2h 1' 2h 1 1 (lh2l2hl 772hly -12 = (y ' ? 2 hly- 1 )(rl1h2?72h y)v = (rlh2, Y)v
When we use the factorization, we have to offset these twists. The result looks like
f*°v  ,h2 2 k', (2, h2) v(y, 1 h2)v(Y -1) v(x)dx.
The root of unity can be simplified to (972, h2)h(y, ,lhx- 1 )V.
Now, any given x in the region of integration to contribute to the integral, we need the left factor
to lie in i,,v, which means that we need
ord,(lh27rt ) - ordv(q2hlrt) 0 (mod n).
From our choice of t, this implies that
ordv(x) - ordv(rihl) -ordv( 2h 2) (mod n).
So we have a nontriviality condition for this part of the integral, we need - ordv (7q hi) - -ord, (r 2h 2)
(mod n). Then the integral becomes
iord(r hl),z<ord(hh) rd(x)=iu h
= (w*,v) ((( h27r 71 h2 t (72, h2 )(r,, 1i1)v) dx
- ordv(x)=i 'l 2 ~ 1 1iord(Ih),i<ord(hj) o712hv
+ ory(x)=I (w~, v)((( h27rv  u7 1 h2  , ( h 2 )v(rt, 7 lhlx-1)v)) (x)dx
ord, (x)= 1 772h 1
The last equality comes from the cancellation of 4v over the shells on which it is nontrival beyond
the first, that is, for all i < -1. The only effect the value of x has within a shell is in the Hilbert
symbol, factor depending on x is (rt, x- 1)v. Now, inside any shell with i < -1, if x and x' are
equivalent mod 7+'Dv, it is simple algebra to show that their inverses are equivalent mod 7i-i+l.
This means that the ratio of the Hilbert symbols for x and x' is (y, u')v for u' E (1 + pv), but this
implies that u' is an nth power, so the two Hilbert symbols give the same result. Over each of these
equivalence classes Ov is nontrivial, so we have cancellation.
For i = -1, x runs over the nonzero equivalence classes of p1/O,, with Vv constant on each
class. Below we will see that this shell produces a Gauss sum, but first we will deal with the
nonnegative i. Now, the volume of the ith shell is qV i(1 - qv'), for qv = #(Dv/pv), so we can
Note that Y, h2 x y
finally express the full answer. Let 1 = ord,(hi/h2), so we have t = ord,( ) = 1 - i. For the sum
over nonnegative i, we get
( ) ( h2 (, ,  8 71 h2 22 1
i=ord(rl h ),Ozt<ord(hl h 1 ) r)
= ((q((i(1-qv))(W,,) T11h 2  2) ,(712, h 2 )v)) (W,vv) (Q -i 7i) (t llhX-1)v)
= ( W*,vpLv)(ho) (1 - q)nv(
i-ord(7l h ),O<i<ord(hih 1 )
= (w*,vv)(qhwO)(1 - q-1 ) W,(v-Wnv( v J  hv (1 - Wvv)) h2V
Now, for the summand for i = -1, it is easier to use the factorization corresponding to y =
hlh21x - 1 and z = rllh 2. This gives us the matrix factorization
P(77wonh) = ( 7 7 hlx-1 l, (h1 )rl2h2 hh2 1 "
Note that we are in the region with xzlv > Ihlh21 v, so the second factor has integral entries,
as required to evaluate fo, . This element of Kv lifts with 1 as its root of unity by the formula
(c, ddet(g)-l)v. Finally, the cocycle of the product of matrices in the factorization gives
(hlr2 h1772 2(1771772h1h2 ) (h,x) ( hl )
h 2nr2X' h 1 h2 1 - 1  lll 2 2X v h2x hlh1 x - 1
= _l,2 _ hh1,2xv , lh2 = 1-
( hi v (, ) v ( h,)2 h, 2 h
Sh2 2 h2 h2x h2 hiv
Since this comes from the product, we need to include the inverse when we factor, so in the
metaplectic group we end up with
7wonh x-1 (h 2, hl 77 h2  2 1
-l h2 2 h1 hjx-1 1)
Applying this to the integral, we get
ford, (x) =- 1 ( X h2 )
- (W* ,v ) (((/I(hic 1  h 2 1  2 2C)V v ,(C)
(W*,VILV) 7 (1 ((v 7r-)) E 01h2 u)Cv((rU I (u§1 ) ((
UvlCv~p,.,/p
hi )
The first equality breaks the integral up into the regions that are have equivalent x modulo D,.
For these regions, which have volume 1, the integrand is constant, so we are left with the finite
sum over c, the representatives of x (mod OD,). In the second equality, we change our index of
summation to u = c -7, E D' . We also rewrite the argument of the character as a product in
the metaplectic group, which includes the (q71, h2)v and (7qi, c)v Hilbert symbols. Also, it requires
a factor of (hi, c)v. This is why we have to multiply by its inverse, e((hl, v,)). Then the only part
left over is E((h2, C)v), which, when inverted twice, gives the last factor. We will consider this sum
to be a local Gauss sum, and write it using the following notation:
g((7rv))= Y
U E O -PV P.D
So, combining all of our results together, we have for v good,
hi P_____70_ _70 _j_+1) h
Gv(w, 1 77,7 h)=(w*,vliv)(h) (7 h +(w*,v iv)(1hw)(l -q 1 ) (wnv(Tw)- Wn(iV) ilJ+1) h7 1(1 - wnV(7v)) 2 v
+ (W*,vitv) (qh (rv 7F,_)) gtY(7rv)6((hi rv) )
(1 v - Wq,v(rv) - (1 - q )wn j+1) h
= (w,,vpv)(77hW) (1 - wnv(7v)) h2
± (W*,viv) (iqh (7v7r_ gg(rv)E ((hi rV))
Now for the bad places, which actually make for an easier computation. This is due to the
smaller support of f, for these places. First we want to restrict x to exactly the region that makes
the argument of fov fall into its support, B,,vL*(2.)wo. We have the matrix decomposition
(17lh2
p(,qwonh) = 7 2h2
(772h2X
S= ( 2
772h 1 O -
So we need 711h2 E kv n for nontriviality, since otherwise the left matrix in the decomposition is not
in B,,. If we have this our integral is over the region
xiv < h2
- I 1
E((Trv, U)v)m'v(Urvl ).
h h2 X I O.)(hi
since the middle matrix in the decomposition must be equivalent to the identity matrix mod 2.
It should be noted that adding the extra flexibility in the form of the variables y and z that
we used in the decomposition at the good places does not uncover more nontrivial regions of this
integral. If y is included, we would immediately derive that y - 1 (mod 2), and by our choice of
2 this implies that y E k", so we have the same condition on r7 h 2. Similarly, including z doesn't
have any effect on the bottom left term of the middle matrix which gives us our second condition,
so we may assume y = 1 and z = 0.
The integral is thus
Now, let 121,v = I Iv,.
substitution
Similarly to the calculation at good places, we can see that using the
S h2 7
fixes the value of f0v, so in order to have a nontrivial integral, we need
h2 ,V
where 0 is the idele with O(x) = 4o(Ox) for 0o a fixed additive character on the adeles that has
conductor O, at every place. It is known [3] that the additive characters are indexed by these
ideles. Then the requirement on hi is most succinctly written
h2 jV
The decomposition gives
jv<Ihih2'IvI Iv f2v(rwonh)V)v(x)dx = (w*,vLIv)(?hWO) JX l v (x)dx,
and the condition we found in the previous paragraph gives that this integral is nontrivial, and
from [13], we see that the integral gives the final result
hi 1
(W*,vIAv)(,lhwO) h2 v ,
So a summary of our calculations is:
(1) if v E S, then G,(w*,, ,, h,) = 0 unless jvh~o E H,, and hl I(A) I71 | - '1 , in which
case
G (*,v, = (w,v)(rhW)12Iv ,
(2) if v ' S, then Gv(w.,v, v,, hv) = 0 unless hi < 1, in which case
(-q w (irv) -(1 q1 )wov(r-v)LJ+1) hi
Gv (w ,, v, hv) = (w*,viiv)(,qhwO) a'v) -( 1
S(1) (h ((rv)) -i 2 v
where if the argument of w.,v is not an element of H.,,, then the term is taken to be zero.
9. DIRICHLET SERIES
Now that we know the value of Gv for each place, we can combine them to evaluate of our series.
These terms will be matched to the terms of a Dirichlet series, which we will now define.
For c E r(%), we have the nth-power residue symbol
() " (rS(2)/(c))x An "n(k),
a homomorphism trivial on exactly the classes that are nth powers. The normal definition is to let
d map to the element of Ipn(k) that is congruent to
N(c)-1
d n (mod c).
However, we will eventually be evaluating these roots of unity as elements of C via the map E,
which represents an arbitrary selection of primitive nth root of unity. Because of this lack of
canonicality, we may choose any homomorphism of (rS(')/(c))x to n(k), provided it still has
kernel (rS(,)/(c))xn. A convenient choice is to let
This formulation is well-defined, because if d - d' (mod c), then the ratio of their residue symbols
is
(c, d-ld'),,
v s(2),vlc
and since d-ld' E (1+p,) C k n for each v c, these Hilbert symbols are all 1. Also, it is clearly trivial
on the nth powers, thanks to being a product of nth-power Hilbert symbols. Finally, consider the
symbol for c a prime. Then c has exactly one v dividing it, so the residue symbol is a Hilbert symbol.
Since the Hilbert symbol (c, -), is surjective onto the nth roots of unity because ordv(c) = 1, so does
the residue symbol. By a count of cosets, we see that the largest the kernel of the residue symbol
mod c could be is the set of nth powers. Finally, by construction, this formula is multiplicative in
c, so we see that in fact this formula defines an nth-power residue symbol.
We define our Gauss sum as
g(E M7, c) E(( e c - (
Then for q a quasicharacter of 1IvEso(s) k Xn that is trivial on the diagonal imbedding of
Un() = {u E (rS())XIu E kxnVv E S(Q)},
we can define our Dirichlet series as
S(o(, E, m)= 9(emc)(c) Lf(I onA).
The sum is taken over c E (rs (M) \ {O})/Un(Q1) with c E kxn for all v E Soo(%). We should show
that this series is well-defined, because c is chosen up to a factor in Un(%). The quasicharacter 4
has been chosen to be trivial on this factor, and the effect on the Gauss sum of multiplying c by
an element of Un(%) is a factor of a Hilbert symbol. However, this Hilbert symbol will be trivial
because any Hilbert symbol with one entry an element of Un(%) is equal to 1, so the summands
are in fact independent of the choice of c.
Also, Lf is the product over the finite places of the local L-series,
L ( ) = Jl Lv (I -, v)"- (1- Iwvlv0,(v)) - 1.
v<oo v<oo
Here on is the character of AX that takes
vES o(2)
and is unramified at the places outside Soo(%), that is, v,(~,) = 1 for all v Soo(2).
It is easy to show that for a proper choice of 0, this sum converges. For example, if we have
3
1((cv))I < 1 Icv1v 2
vESoo (2t)
for some e > 0 and with each c, E kn, the series converges absolutely by bounding the Gauss
sums by O(c2), which is a well-known bound.
10. GLOBAL CALCULATION
Now we evaluate the original series, with the assumption that h E H* (once again 1, =
ordv(hl/h 2)), and match its terms to this Dirichlet series.
We have
'f(w, f,) = Lf(II - IAw "  E (Woooo)(,q) Gv(w,,, sv(,), hv).
7EH,Hn,k\Hk v<oo
The product of G, can now be computed by considering the calculation at each place. We will
put the v subscripts back on r and h, since we are now considering them at multiple places in the
different factors. We have
1J G = 1I (W*V/V)(S(fh h J 21
v<oo vES(I) ( q v W,'v(Tv) - (1-q)WwV(rv) Ihl ]+ 
( (*,v, v), (s-( h 7 v v )) h2gv (( ,)
For any given r to contribute to the series, each factor in the product must be nonzero. For a fixed
h that we will assume satisfies the requirements of nontriviality, each place restricts what r can be
in order for the product to be nonzero. At the bad places, we require sv,(?)h~0 E H.,v in addition
to the restriction on h that is Ihih2l' 1 %-10-11v. Therefore, we need 71lh 2,v E n
At the good places, each factor is actually the sum of two different products. To distribute these,
we can sum over the set of places that we choose one summand and at the other places choose the
other summand. First, we will show that if the second summand in chosen at an infinite number
of places, the term does not contribute to the series. This is because we need the product
s, () hs, rv )
to be in H.,. But h E H* and r E Hk, so there is a finite number of places at which either of
these has an entry that is not a unit. Therefore, at almost all places v, the product above has
components with orders 1 and -1, which implies it is not an element of H.,. At the same time,
given any finite set of places, there is a choice of r that satisfies the condition. So if E(2t) is the
(infinite) set of finite places that are not in S(21), we can distribute at the good places by choosing
finite subsets of this set of places:
CI v - r' ((w*,V-v) (sv(?7)hvsv (( Trv g-lv-l(rv)E ((i2,r)))
(w*,D v)s ) ° (1 1 n (1 - Wn(V()T(r)) h2Jv
× 1I 12(vl (w*,vv)(s v
veS(2) veS(Q)
since ~l, = 1 for all v S().
We also remember that 7r is summed over Hk/Hk,n, so each component of q may be multiplied
by an nth power of kX. So for a fixed choice of E', we may require
ord,(rlih 2 ) = 0 for all v E (E(2) - E')
and
ordv(77hl) = -1 for all v E '
by multiplying by the proper nth power. Note that there is still the choice of a factor of a unit,
modulo nth powers. We can also require that
ord,( 2 hl) = 0 for all v E ((2) \ E')
and
ord,(772 h2 ) = 1 for all v E C.
So we can replace 7 with 1-lhw0, since the cosets over which q7 is summed are simply permuted by
multiplying by inverting and multiplying by an element of Hk. Then the requirements above can
be simplified to m7 having order 0 at the good places not in E' and order (-ordv(m) - 1) at the
places in E', where m = hh2 1 . Similarly, the requirements on q2 becomes the inverse of those for
i71, so we can just let ni = u72 - 1 for u a unit of rs(2t). So for a fixed h and E', 7/2 runs over unit
multiples of a number, modulo nth powers of units, and then ql runs over the same unit multiples
of %l.
f(w, f*) = Lf(I - Iwa n) (woop))((hWo)-l) 1 Gv(w*,v, sv(7),hv)
nlEHk/Hk
, n  
v<oo
= Lf( AwN( (woopo)(h) g v-1-1(v)((? 2 rv)v)
E'CE,772,u vEE'
qv lW(v(1v)- qvl)Wn,v(rv)L-J1l) hl]v (wv Th / - _),v(1%) / i
x7 (W*,v ) 8V 2 2 1 hl)v
(s(2) 1u72 h2 v
We can simplify this sum the following observations.
(1) The sum over u can be factored out of the sum to form
\veo (W*2t) \Vt \V U8
u(vEs ) (1 ))) =E (
where So<(21) is just the set of places that are either infinite or in S(%). The equality comes
from our choice of extension of w,,v. Then the sum is just the number of u that we are
summing over, or the index of the group of units that are nth powers in the group of units
of rS(•), [U(%) : Un(Q)].
(2) We can use Hilbert's product formula to take hi / h2 v out of the last two products and
square the term co(hwo), and balance this by inserting |h 2 /hllv at the remaining places,
those in E'. The squared term at the infinite places becomes N(h1/h 2)- 1 = N(m)-1, which
can be distributed outside the sum.
(3) The factor (w,v,v)(7r) for v E (E \ E') is trivial, by the fact that at these places 72 has
order zero.
(4) We can choose the unit multiple of 7r, to be Tr2/m at each of the places in E', by our
conditions on the order of r72 at these places.
(5) Finally, to simplify the sum, we note that although rq2 is chosen to depend on the places in
E', we can switch this to choose 'q2 first and then determine E' as the finite set of places v
with Irl21v < 1. So the sum can actually be considered to be solely over 2*
So using these ideas, we get
Lf-( - qAW: ! Q (wv)w(v)(svT)
772 (veSo( )
h2 qv 1n-,v(-1 7n J+1
x gVl-v (q 2 /nm)e((h 1 1h 2 )v) n ,v v
vEE'(772) hIv vE(\W(72)) cCV /
This sum over /2 will be matched to IF&. The conditions over which rq2 is summed will turn out
to be the exact conditions for c that make g m(E, c  )nonzero. That is, we need either
ordv(c) = 1 + ord,(m),
in which case the local Gauss sum at v is nontrivial, or
nlordv(c) and ordv(m) > ordv(c),
in which case each summand in the local Gauss sum is 1, so the sum is just the number of terms,
or #((rv/(c))X). In all other cases, the Gauss sum is zero. So for any given c that gives a non-zero
Gauss sum at every place in E, we define E'(c) as the set of places v for which ord,(m) + 1 = ord,(c).
Now, we can show the following Gauss sum identity:
g(E-lm c) = 1 gvl -l(cm-) mj 17 #((rv/(c))X).
vEE'(c) vEE(%)\E(c)
The identity comes down to the Chinese Remainder Theorem for rs(2), which we know holds
by requiring that this ring be a PID. Let c be a unit multiple of H, pvy. From our assumption of
nontriviality, we have that for each v with iv =, 0, iv = 1 + 1, where 1, is ord,(m). Then we have
g-Ml(E-l', m, c) = -1 ((-1 i (c,d)v) .00 -
dE(rS(2 )/(c) )x  de(rS(
t)/(c))x (vldc,V /
Now, if we have d - d' mod 7r, for all v E E'(c), we can show that the summands are equal. We
need to show that the Hilbert symbol and the character are both equal. At the places v E'(c), we
know ordv(c) - 0 (mod n), so these Hilbert symbols are trivial. At v E E'(c), the Hilbert symbols
(c, d), and (c, d')v differ by a factor of a Hilbert symbol with second entry congruent to 1 mod 7rv,
which is an nth power. The characters' arguments are md/c and md'/c, which differ by an integer,
since d and d' differ by a multiple of Tr, at every place at which ord,(c) > ordv(m), and at these
places
ordv(c) = ordv(m) + 1.
So we will simplify the sum by combining these terms under a single representative, but in doing
so we must multiply by the number of terms we are combining. This factor is
Slmiv x H #((rv/(c))X).
vSw'(c) v \ol'(c)
So we continue the calculation:
z H (-Iv-l( ((Md))
dE(rS(2 )/(-vEE,(r) 7)) x VCZ'(C)
JmJ1V) bo (dm) X E #((rv/(c))X).
vEZ\E'(c)
We may replace c by irlv+ l in the Hilbert symbol, since both their ratio and d are in rx . Now we
use the Chinese Remainder Theorem to move the sum inside the product, which produces our local
Gauss sum, once we note that 7o = bf on k.
Lv-1 (( M ,d) ,V (p)) t lyn E #((rv/(c)) X)
vEE'(c) (dE(rS()/(7rv))x
With the definition of our local Gauss sum, this gives the desired identity.
This identity allows us to break up the Gauss sums of our Dirichlet series into their local parts.
In the Dirichlet series, the Gauss sums are the coefficients of a character 0. So we can collect the
c's of the series for which E'(c) is fixed. This clearly includes all of the rs(2)-unit multiples of c,
but at the places v V E', we have a choice of the order of c, it can be any multiple of n that is less
than or equal to ordv(m). These c's can be collected together into a finite geometric series which
begins with a co that has order 0 at every place not in E'. The simplification is then
g9(E, m, d)(d)= g 1v-1 C m
=(Co) H gv"l-V () Imll x
veC'(c)
V1x 
vH(E\E'(
vE(C\C'(c)) vd
#((rv/(d))X)) ) (d)
#((r /(dv)) x) (dv/ co) .
In this final line, we have used the Chinese remainder theorem to move the sum inside the product,
and so our sum is locally over dv, modulo units. This sum can be indexed by the v-order of d,
which will be a nonnegative multiple of n. Now, we know, for ordv(d) > 1,
#((rv/(d))x) = qordv(d)-l(qv - 1),
while if ordv(d) = 0, we just get 1.
g(E-, , C) =
Ed: E'(d) =E'(c)
gpa(E-l m,IC) =
So at each place v E E \ E'(c), we have the sum
v(1) + qn- (qv -1)(Ov(7n) + q2n-l(qv - 1)v(r2n) + + qV (qv - 1)(T n
n-l(qv  1)v(rn) - q(J+l)n(1 -q,-)v(rn)L LJ+1
1 - qn (n )
1 - - (1 q1 )(qVv4 (qXn)) LJ+1
1 - qn rn
This finally gives us our relationship between the two series. Combining our results for the Gauss
sums and putting them into the Dirichlet series, we get that
F(,E-1,, m) = Lf(I" IA~ ) H
c ve~'(c)
XII
9v1, -1 C) n -1
-_Iml
1 - q- v(r n ) (1 -1 q1 n (n)L\ J+1)
1 - qnV (rn)V V)\~\" 1
Comparing this result to I, we find that, if we choose ¢ such that
Oc) = ri (eW)
vES, (2) ( Sv(c l )) = f w,V(cv) - 1IcvI V1c ,S(t
then we also get, by letting c = ,n
qv v(rvn) = Wn,,(,rv), or (I _ ,v,)n() = Wn ,v()
These terms both appear in the Fourier-Whittaker series, so we can show, for hi/h 2 = m chosen
inside the ideal t-1- 1,
f(w, f,) = N(t)-I|-2 [U(%) : Un( L)](Woooo)(hWo)-'IF(1), e-l,m).
11. TWISTED MULTIPLICATIVITY
In multiple Dirichlet series, the coefficients are functions H(c for F an r-tuple of coordinates that
are summed over the integers of the global field modulo integral units. There is an Euler product
of the series exactly when H is multiplicative. When r > 1, this means
H(cldl, c2 d2 , ... , Crdr) = H(cl, c 2 , . . ., cr)H(di, d2 , . . . , dr)
whenever gcd(c2 , dj) = 1 for all i, j. These Euler product forms exist exactly as they do for rank
one series, except of course that each local factor is itself a multiple series.
Now twisted multiplicativity exists when we do not quite have the equality above. We can think
of multiplicativity as the triviality of the cocycle
d H (d)
H(c)H(d ()
for ' and d relatively prime. For more general series, a is a nontrivial cocycle that defines the
'twist' of the multiplicativity. The key fact is if you are given the prime power series, that is,
the coefficients H(r", 7i2 ,...,ir i ) for each fixed prime rr, and the cocycle a, the series can be
reconstructed uniquely.
12. EXAMPLE: DIRICHLET SERIES
The Dirichlet series
'o( 1,em) = g(E9t(Emc))O(c) Lj(I I. |AO
as defined in [7] has twisted multiplicativity. We look at the Gauss sum coefficients, and in partic-
ular, how to write the sum over clc 2 in terms of the Gauss sums for cl and c2 , when cl and c2 are
coprime. This last condition implies that no place divides both cl and c2. Also, for ease of writing,
in any of the products over places below, we only consider places outside S(Q).
g(E, m, cic2) = (Cl, d) v 00  md
C1C2 /
eE(rS (')/(CIC 2 )) x
d, E(rs()/(c,))X ,d=dlC2d21 VUIC1
( v l (cl d ) , E (c2, d ) w 0 -
,dl2 d2d2Cl)v E H(2(C2 lC2+ d 2 Cl)w
(WI C2
7O (m(dlc 2 +d 2 C1)
\ CC2
SIie 1(cdic 2 )v E (c2 , d2 C)w oo
diE (rs(2)/(c )) x,d=d1c2 d2C1 ( VI1 (W C2 )
= dcr, c2)v E )2,C1)w E
(vIC1 / W1c2 ) (diE(rs()/(c))X vIC1
md(l md2
C1 C2
k0 ml/
x \erf)() ((c2, d2)w) hboo (0 2  = (()) E ((h)) gt(E, mI(d2W(rs()/(c2))X wi)2 ( C2 fc( C)
This shows that the twisted multiplicativity of this Dirichlet series is governed
H (cd) = (c d\
T(c, d)= H =E(c(d for gcd(c, d) = 1.H(c)H(d) d c
This is a very nice property, because the twist of the series only changes the values of the coefficients
up to an nth root of unity from what the series would be if it had an Euler product. We can see
that the twist will be invariant under multiplication by nth powers, because the cocycle composed
entirely of nth power residue symbols.
13. EXAMPLE: FOURIER-WHITTAKER SERIES
Next we consider the Fourier-Whittaker coefficient series, with the objective to show that it
possesses an identical twisted mulitplicativity. The series is defined
W; (, f,) = Lf(|. AW ) G Ev(w.,v, sv(q), hv).
nEHk/Hn,k v<oo
The first factor (Lf) is defined as an Euler product, and it demonstrates the multiplicativity of the
nth-order terms of the series (this is why the nth power of w, is its argument). So any cocycle that
governs the multiplicativity of If would be trivial on nth powers. So we look at the second factor,
the sum over 1. We want to find a formula for the cocycle of the series, so we want to consider a
general term and break it into its local pieces. By our reasoning above, the twisting will only come
from the places at which r is not a power of n. Also, we can ignore h by using a clever substitution
that is explained later. So we will consider a set of good places U for which rI is not an nth power.
cb1 9(e, m, C2)
by the cocycle
E ((Cl, dl)v)
E H
dE(TS(2)/(C1C2))X ( 062,vS()
Given that rI is not an nth power at these places, we know what value it must take (mod Hn,k) for
the term to be nontrivial from our local calculation.
For a finite set of places U C E, we have
TU = (ve U 71v HvEU ) , and s,('u) = (lu, 1) E Gv.
So we want to compute the cocycle on qu and rqv for disjoint sets of places U and V. So, at U,
we have the product of the relevant factors of G, (the ones that depend on 7):
J7J(w*v Pv) ( 7(7iU)((7v Irv
w lVEU
(n (HEUr v H U, w H
VEU wEU Ew
vEU \WEU VEU
Because w,,v was chosen to be trivial on K* n H*,,, which contains the final argument of the
character at each place, the product of the local characters is trivial. Leaving out the E to reduce
clutter, the relevant factor at U is
H (-rw 1 7rv 1) = 1 (irw',rv)v.
v,wEU v,wEU
We have a similar factor at V and at U U V. So the cocycle for the Fourier-Whittaker series, let us
call it 7, then becomes
Hv,we(UUV) (7Tw, Irv) V
Each Hilbert symbol in the denominator appears in the numerator, and after we cancel these we
are left with only the cross terms, which gives
T(77U,'77V)= J [(ru,7rv)v (rv, 7ru)U]= JJ (7ru, H7 7rw)v(v, 1J 7rw)u]
uEU,vEV EU,vEV L weV wEU
= IJ(flHr 7 Irw)v - (7w, JJ 1 r-
VEV uEU wEV uEU vEV wEU
= (U,2,7 V,2)v - (rv,2,- ,2)v = (U,2 V,2
vrlv,2 VI7U,2
This is the inverse of the cocycle shown for the Dirichlet series, but we can offset that by replacing
E with e-1 in the Dirichlet series. Then we have shown the cocycles for the series TfI(w, f,) and
xF'( , e-l, m) are equal when m = hi/h 2 . So all that is left is to compare the prime power
coefficients of each series.
14. PRIME POWER CALCULATION
To write down the prime power series for some prime 7 of any L-series, we just replace all the
coefficients H(c-) with some ci that is divisible by a prime other than ir with zero. For a place
v E E, the prime power series for the Dirichlet series is
00
i=O
The Gauss sum is trivial unless i = ordv(m) + 1 or nji and i < m. In the first case, the sum can
be expressed as
g92l(E, mrrd,(m)+l) = 
((ordv(m)+1, d)v) 7or-d (m)+d
ord,(m)+ ((v, ordv(m)
the local Gauss sum, with the local Hilbert factor from the substitution and the power of qv from
the number of representatives of each class in the local Gauss sum. Since we want to replace E with
-1, we end up with the summand
gord,(m)-I 7, m)r)-1d,(m)
At the other i, the Gauss sum becomes a trivial sum of ones, so we get
q (1 - q-1) if i > 0, or
9%(E 7 #((rS(")/(7riv))X) = qi _qv 1 = { (1 - ) if 0 or1 if i = 0.
So in all, the local series at ,rv is
1 + qn (n )(1 - qv) + gvord,(m)-1 (r,)((r, m)v)lq rdv( ~r (m)+
j=1
Summing the finite geometric series, we get
1 - q (1 - q)( -)) + g-ordv(m)-l(Tv)e((rV )v,, m) -l qv rdv(m)(,7rv rdv(m)+l).
For the prime power series of the Fourier-Whittaker coefficient series, we can take the local series
to be
Iv(, f) = L(l I,.w ,,v )  > Gv(w*,v, sv(rlv), lv),
7vEHv /Hn,v
where Sv(,lv) is just the chosen section (not a homomorphism)
v : Hv, HH, s,(rl) = (7, 1).
Then we use the local calculation of G, to determine the value. As we determined in the local
calculation section, we know for exactly which 77, the summand is zero. We will simplify the
calculation by using the same substitution for 77 that was done in the global calculation section,
rq rjhwo. This eliminates h in every term except one, the final term in the sum below. The prime
power series is then
1 -1W - -(1) n-1+-L
Gv ((,,v, sv(l), h)= (w,v v)(71v = Idv)
rlEH, /Hn,va
+ (wP,) (sV(jv)sv(hwo)sv(h-1) rv, 1 ((, h/h 2 )v)-1 -1(7
We have
pV(s(hwo)s,(h-1)) =2 hhl ordv (m)hh21 v
So for the right choice of q, the prime power series match. Of course, the prime power series are
only considered for the good places. There are discrepancies at the bad places, which account for
the quotient between 'I and TOI in the final equality at the end of the global calculation section.
A final point to make is the similarity between the cocycle of the twisted multiplicativity and
that of the metaplectic group. This didn't happen by coincidence; the calculation of the twisted
multiplicativity cocycle can be traced to multiplication of elements of the preferred section in G.
For this reason, it is expected that for the other groups discussed below, their corresponding series
will also have twisted multiplicativity that reflect the multiplication on their covering groups.
15. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This computation of Fourier-Whittaker coefficients can be expanded and generalized in several
directions. First, the algebraic group G can be changed. The most obvious choice is to consider
higher rank cases, and develop a recursion for the general type A case. Also, the other Chevalley
groups should be considered, because the construction of Matsumoto applies equally well to imbue
them with interesting covering groups.
A second avenue of research would be to study the property of twisted multiplicativity. For
which a to we consider the series to have twisted multiplicativity? Can we expand the application
of the property to make it comparable to having an Euler product? In this paper, the property
was used to reconstruct a series uniquely from its prime power components, but perhaps we can
also use knowledge about the cocycle to bound the values of an L-series in terms of its prime power
series?
Finally, these two directions could converge. Computations in higher rank and over other groups
may be more easily dealt with by considering prime power series and twisted multiplicativity. The
series that are generated would likely give other examples of interesting cocycles.
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